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REVISED AGENDA

February 18, 2014 (4:34pm)

DATE Tuesday TIME ROOM
February 18, 2014 2:30 or 1/2 hour after floor session 321

CARRY OVER

SJR 17 TWO-THIRDS TO AMEND CONSTITUTION, CA (RYAN)
SJR 21 LEGISLATIVE POWER TO COMPEL WITNESSES, CA (CERVANTES/EGOLF)
SB 291 SEX OFFENSE PERMANENT NO CONTACT ORDERS (LOPEZ)
HB 31/a AFFORDABLE HOUSING ACT VIOLATIONS & PENALTIES (GONZALES/COTTER)
CS/CS/HB 48 COMMERCIAL DRIVER'S LICENSE RETESTING (STRICKLER)
HB 76/a HEALTH CARE CONTRACTS NO COMPETE LIMITS (BRATTON)
*HB 100/a PERMIT RACETRACK EJECTIONS FOR SOME ACTIONS (EZZELL)
HB 115 WAGE FRAUD INVESTIGATIONS & PROCEDURES (GARCIA MP)
HB 178 CORRECT RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY VALUATIONS (EGOLF)
HB 211/a LINE OF DUTY INJURY ACT (PACHECO)

NEW ITEMS

SJR 18 STATE AUDITOR AS CPA, CA (INGLE)
*HB 263/a LOTTERY SCHOLARSHIP CHANGES (HARPER/BRANDT)
CS/HB 92 SCHOOL CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE DETECTION TRAINING (GALLEGOS DM)
HB 150 MAGISTRATE JUDGE CANDIDATE FILING REQUIREMENT (MCMILLAN)
CS/CS/HB 187 CHILD SUPERVISED PAROLE TIME CALCULATION (REHM)
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